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Quantum-controlled motion of nuclei, starting from the nanometer-size ground state of a molecule, can
potentially overcome some of the difficulties of thermonuclear fusion by compression of a fuel pellet or in
a bulk plasma. Coherent laser control can manipulate nuclear motion precisely, achieving large phase
space densities for the colliding nuclei. We combine quantum wavepacket propagation of D and T nuclei
in a field-bound molecule with coherent control by a shaped laser pulse to demonstrate enhancement of
nuclear collision rates. Atom-smashers powered by coherent control may become laboratory sources of
particle bursts, and even assist muonic fusion.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nuclear reactions involving the close approach of charged par-
ticles have much smaller cross sections than do chemical reactions
at ambient thermal energy. Obtaining reasonable reaction rates for
nuclear fusion by thermal means thus requires achieving simulta-
neously high densities and temperatures. Such extreme conditions
are difficult to control in thermal plasmas [1], laser-compressed
fuel pellets [2], or within small clusters of ordinary molecules sub-
ject to intense laser excitation [3,4]. Even in a molecular cluster,
much of the absorbed laser energy is thermalized through intra-
cluster collisions. As a result, the cluster is blown apart, decreasing
fusion yields. A novel approach to circumvent the confinement
problem in thermal plasmas has been suggested: a solid state
plasma confined by the quantum pinch effect in a semiconducting
wire [5].

Fusion reactions also can be induced by non-thermal means. For
example, charged particle beams can be collided at appropriately
high energy to carry out fusion reactions in the laboratory [6].
Alternatively, fusion can be catalyzed by achieving a high spatial
density, as happens for the nuclei within a muonic molecule. When
a muon replaces the electron, it brings the nuclei�200 times closer
together than in an ordinary molecule, greatly enhancing the spon-
taneous nuclear reaction rate even at low temperature [7]. In many
ways, the ground state of such a molecule is the ideal situation for
fusion because the phase space density of the reacting species
takes on the largest possible value consistent with quantum
mechanics. While greeted by much excitement when it was dis-
covered in the 1950s, muon-catalyzed fusion still just falls a bit
short of practicality because of the insufficient lifetime of the
muon.

Fusion does not occur to a measurable extent in the ground
state of normal molecules bound by electrons because of the lower
density of nuclei (�1/Å3, not 1/pm3) and the low vibrational energy
(meV, not keV) compared to muonic molecules. In this paper we
will explore whether laser pulse shaping could allow quantum
control to enhance intramolecular nuclear collision rates, starting
from normal internuclear distances. We begin with a field-bound
DT+ molecule, whose electron has been stripped away by strong-
field or VUV ionization [8]. Purely field-bound molecules have
already been proposed as a route to nuclear fusion [9], and have
been simulated classically [10]. Following rapid ionization, the
nuclei would already be at an ordinary chemical bond distance of
about �2 a.u. (�1.06 Å). While this falls short of the density in
muonic molecules, it nonetheless greatly improves upon nuclear
densities in plasmas. A controlled, properly shaped laser pulse
could then coherently interact with the two nuclei to guide them
together at sufficiently high energy so as to enhance fusion in
the laboratory.

In other words, in this letter we ask, ‘‘Can a single molecule con-
trolled by a laser pulse be turned into a nuclear accelerator?” We
will explore this question computationally, using fully quantum-
mechanical wavepacket propagation of the nuclear wavepacket.
The goal here is to find the time dependence of a strong
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electromagnetic field optimally chosen to focus the nuclear wave-
packet of a molecule to a small transverse cross section, while also
dramatically increasing the center of mass collision energy. To
carry out such a calculation with complete realism is demanding
computationally. In our study therefore we will examine the
dynamics on a two-dimensional computational grid limited to
momenta corresponding to roughly 13.9 keV of relative nuclear
kinetic energy, while the DT cross section peaks at roughly
65 keV (center-of-mass frame) [11]. Nevertheless, the calculations
show that increased localization of the nuclear wavefunction
within a 1.9 � 10�3 a.u. (�0.001 Å) distance (vs. the original bond
distance of ca. 2 a.u.) can be achieved by an optimized control field,
thus potentially increasing nuclear reaction rates up to 16 orders of
magnitude. Although we focus on the example of conventional D
+ T fusion, the same principles elucidated here should apply to
other fusion reactions. For example, B + H aneutronic fusion [12]
requires even higher center-of-mass collision energy than D + T,
but it has the advantage of producing just three a-particles and a
c-ray. We will discuss the difficulties in achieving higher energies
both computationally and in the laboratory, in our conclusions.
2. Computational approach

2.1. General considerations

Wavepacket calculations will be carried out for a two-
dimensional (2-D) cartesian toy model with one longitudinal
(along the internuclear axis) and one transverse electromagnetic
field polarization. The D + T reaction has a maximum fusion
cross-section of approximately 5 � 10�24 cm2 at 65 keV [11]. The
corresponding 2 � 10�4 Å target size in 2-D results in an angular
ratio of 0.53/2 � 10�4 � 3000. Quantum theory suggests that this
is the minimum number of photons required by angular momen-
tum conservation to be absorbed, so as to form a fully focused
wavepacket by multi-photon absorption. (The angular momentum
of each photon is 1 �h.) To achieve 65 keV of relative center of mass
motion, roughly 22 eV of energy per photon would be required to
achieve full focusing with the minimum number of photons. We
will instead calculate the optimum field for 1.5 eV photons
(k � 800 nm) that are readily available from modern regenerative
amplifiers at high power. The corresponding computational grid
is ten times coarser than the one that would be needed to reach
the peak fusion cross section. Even this goal, modest compared
to maximum confinement, showcases the possibility of quantum
control of nuclear processes. In 3-D, a second control field is
required, propagating perpendicular to the original 2-D control
field. This addition introduces a second transverse polarization
direction, which would be required to achieve a similar degree of
control as in 2-D.

In our toy model, designed to highlight nuclear coherent con-
trol, we neglect the dynamics of the electron originally present in
the DT+ molecule, since it can be removed by an appropriate pre-
pulse [10]. In any event, our present goal is not to find the exact
shape of the optimal pulse. Finding a practically optimal pulse
likely will require direct optimization of the pulse shape with lab-
oratory experiments because of the difficulty of achieving an exact
numerical solution of the multi-particle Schrödinger equation.
Instead we intend to show with our toy model what enhancements
in nuclear localization are plausible by adding coherent control to
the intense laser pulse that forces together the nuclei after the pre-
pulse.

Ignoring the electron may create additional difficulties in prac-
tice. First, the control field will unavoidably accelerate the elec-
trons after ionization, which therefore will radiate some of the
input power away. In a classical thermonuclear reactor, analogous
radiation losses from Bremsstrahlung are a major constraint on
operations [13]. As an order of magnitude estimate of this effect,
consider a DT+ molecular ion beam subjected to a 5 fs field ioniza-
tion pulse to make DT2+. The pre-pulse is then followed by a 5 fs
control pulse. Both pulses can be achieved easily in the laboratory
with 1.5 eV photons. At a minimum, one electron per molecule
needs to be moved outside the range of a diffraction-limited
k = 800 nm (d = 400 nm) control beam, with an acceleration
a � 2 � 400 � 10�9 m/(5 � 10�15 s)2, so that Bremsstrahlung is no
longer an issue. The Bremsstrahlung radiated during this process
is approximately [14]
PðWÞ � Dt ¼ l0q
2a2c6Dt
6pc

� 4p10�7ð1:6 � 10�19Þ2ð1:6 � 1021Þ2165 � 10�15

6p3 � 108 J

� 3 � 10�23J � 0:2meV ð1Þ
In Eq. (1), l0 is the permittivity of free space, q the elementary

charge, c the Lorentz factor, Dt the pulse duration, and c the speed
of light. For exothermicities on the order of 10 MeV (D � T or B � H
fusion), 0.2 meV is negligible unless the fraction of successful
fusions events per pulse drops below �10�10.

Secondly, the light electrons will be accelerated far from the
nuclei (400 nm in the above example). If we treat the electrons
by a classical mean field, the influence of the electrons would effec-
tively vanish if they were ejected from the molecule in a spheri-
cally symmetrical s-wave. Even in the worst-case scenario of
highly directional electron ejection, the ratio of nuclear to elec-
tronic Coulomb interaction is about (0.1 nm/400 nm) � 0.000025,
resulting in a correspondingly small correction to the effective
internuclear repulsion. Such fluctuations in the electron motion
may, however, lead to uncontrollable defocusing of the nuclear
wavepacket.

Full electron-nuclear recollisions, which could not be treated by
a mean field, can be circumvented on the <10 fs time scale of the
controlled fusion event. Recollisions are desirable in high harmonic
generation. They require high-Z nuclei (Ne or Ar) as well as special
‘DOG’ circular polarization sequences to get the electron back to
the nuclei after field ionization [15]. This suggests that it should
be possible to design ‘‘anti-re-collision” ionization pulses, by using
linearly polarized light instead of counter-circularly polarized light
for the ionization process, at least for the low-Z nuclei, such as D, T,
H and B, which are the most interesting from the point of view of
nuclear fusion.

The propagation of the nuclear wavepacket is carried out fully
quantum mechanically using a numerical split-operator method
[16]. The resulting control problem seeks to maximize the nuclear
fusion yield, while constraining the laser field to be no stronger
than what can be easily achieved today by focussing an amplified
800 nm laser. Our simulations solve numerically the non-
relativistic time-dependent Schrödinger equation in 2-D for our
toy model of two nuclei with charges q1 and q2 and masses m1

and m2 separated by a distance R. We assume zero angular
momentum for the initial state, justified for a diatomic molecule
ground state. Although not a complete 3-D solution, this set-up
models dispersion of the wavepacket transverse to the internuclear
axis, thus incorporating the major difficulty of focusing a nuclear
wavepacket with a coherent control laser pulse.

We use the dipole approximation, which should be valid as long
as the dimensions of the molecule do not approach the wavelength
of the near-infrared photons used to control fusion. For higher fre-
quency lasers, the interaction with the molecule would have to be
treated through a vector potential with the spatial dependence
included.
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2.2. Numerical treatment

The Cartesian 2-D Hamiltonian in the center of mass frame can
be written as:

Hrel ¼ p2

2l� qp � A
cl þ q1q2

R
þ A2

2c2
q2
1

m1
þ q2

2

m2

� �
: ð2Þ

A is the vector potential of the laser field, l ¼ m1m2=ðm1 þm2Þ is
the reduced mass, q ¼ lðq1=m1 � q2=m2Þ is the effective charge,
and c is the velocity of light. In the dipole approximation the vector
potential is space independent, so the last term in Eq. (1) only gives
a time-dependent phase, which can be left out of the optimization.
Therefore, the Schrödinger equation to be solved in atomic units (a.
u.) is given by:
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This equation is propagated in time by employing a second-
order split operator method in the Fourier basis. The propagator
is defined as [16]:

e�iHðx;y;tÞDt ¼ e�iDtV=2e�iDtTe�iDtV=2 þ OðDt3Þ; ð4Þ
where V and T are operators that only depend on coordinates and
momenta, respectively. For our problem described by Eq. (2), it is
straightforward to see that the first two terms on the right hand
side of Eq. (2) depend only on position derivatives and thus
conveniently define T, while the third term V = q1q2/R is diagonal
in position space. Therefore, T and V have diagonal matrix represen-
tations in momentum and position space, respectively. Fourier-
transforming the wavepacket before and after operating with
e�iDtT using a discrete Fourier transform algorithm allows efficient
propagation of the wavepacket. The propagation of the wavepacket
from t to t þ Dt is thus given by:

uðx; y; t þ DtÞ ¼ e�
iDtV
2 F�1 e�iDtTF e�

iDtV
2 uðx; y; tÞ

n oh i
ð5Þ

where F and F�1 represent forward and backward discrete Fourier
transform operations, respectively. In order to calculate them, we
employed the FFTW3 [17] library, which gracefully adapts to differ-
ent parallelizable hardware configurations for efficient calculation.

Our simulations modeled a DT2+ field-bound molecule with
charges q1 ¼ 1 and q2 ¼ 1 and masses mD ¼ 3671:48 and
mT ¼ 5497:92, whose electrons have already been removed by
the field ionization pulse before the control pulses are set to begin.
At t ¼ 0, the nuclear vibrational wavepacket is approximated as a
two-dimensional gaussian function:

uðx; yÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiprxry
p e

�ðx�x0 Þ2
2r2x

�ðy�y0 Þ2
2r2y ð6Þ

with rx ¼ ry ¼ 0:25 a.u., and ðx0; y0Þ ¼ ð0:0; 2:3 a:u:Þ, somewhat
larger than the neutral diatomic molecule bond distance to account
for some Coulomb repulsion during the pre-pulse. A Cartesian grid
of 214 � 214 points was defined for a 1024 a.u.2 area
(Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 1:953 � 10�3 a:u:Þ where Eq. (5) is successively solved
until the wavepacket center got to other side of the potential (neg-
ative x). When the wavepacket distance to the origin is larger than
2.0 a.u., a time step of 0.1 a.u. was used, and when it is closer, the
time step was reduced to 0.001 a.u. to avoid numerical errors.

During its time evolution, the nuclear wavepacket defined by
Eq. (6) moves subject to interaction with the repulsive Coulomb
potential, and subject to an ultrashort laser pulse that has polariza-
tion components along the x and y directions. Both polarizations of
the laser electric field were modeled as harmonic carrier waves
under a Gaussian envelope:

ExðtÞ ¼ E0x � e�t2=2r2 � cos ½x0 þx1xt�t þ dxð Þ ð7aÞ

EyðtÞ ¼ E0y � e�t2=2r2 � cos ½x0 þx1yt�t þ dy
� � ð7bÞ

where the half-width r ¼ 43:8429 a.u. (5 fs total pulse width) and
the carrier frequency x0 ¼ 0:05695 a.u. (800 nm wavelength) were
equal for both pulses, while the maximum pulse amplitude E0, lin-
ear chirp x1 and phase d were allowed to take different values in
the optimization. The vector potentials related to each electric field
were integrated from the relationship EiðtÞ ¼ �ð1=cÞdAiðtÞ=dt,
where c is the speed of light, and we neglect the contribution from
the electrostatic potential u(x).

In order to compare how well two laser pulses focus the nuclear
wavepacket, we defined a square of area 9.5 � 10�5 a.u.2 (25 points)
in front of the origin (x = 0, y = 0), where the nuclei overlap. At each
time step the probability was summed up:

PðtÞ ¼
X25
i¼1

uðx; yÞj j2i DxDy ð8Þ

This definition smooths out rapid oscillations in the
wavepacket, providing a smooth optimization target. The ratio
Poptimized(t)/Pun-optimized(t) approximates the change in fusion yield
for s-wave scattering. We will call it the ‘‘contact probability.”
3. Results

In our calculations, y represents the internuclear axis, while x is
the transverse confinement coordinate for the time-propagating
nuclear wavepacket. Fig. 1 shows the nuclear wavepacket at t = 0
(initial condition), and the same wavepacket after propagation to
t = 167.762 a.u., when optimal confinement is achieved. This exam-
ple corresponds to the coherent control field at the top of Table 1.
As can be seen, the wavepacket has moved down towards the ori-
gin (x = 0, y = 0) by about 2 a.u., while remaining confined along the
x-axis by the Ex field.

Table 1 summarizes the 9 best control fields discovered during
optimization. Fig. 2 shows the best (black) and worst (red) vector
potentials, as well as the probabilities P(t) of approaching the
neighborhood of (x = 0, y = 0), as defined in Eq. (8). The original
molecular wavefunction has a contact probability P(0) � 10�20,
whereas the best field combination achieves a 16 order of magni-
tude better contact probability, P(t)max � 10�4. The worst/
unshaped pulses achieve P(t)max � 10�7, so adding coherent con-
trol can improve the probability by about 3 orders of magnitude
in our 2-D model. The part of the wavepacket around the pixel
closest to the origin (around x ¼ y ¼ 1:953 � 10�3 a:u:) corresponds
to a center-of-mass collision kinetic energy of 13.9 keV. At this
energy, the fusion cross section is �110 mbarn [11], or about 2%
of the maximum cross section.

The two simulations in Fig. 2 reach the highest probability
PðtÞmax at different times: the worst simulation at t � 150 a.u.,
and the best simulation at t � 167 a.u. There is a weak trend in
Table 1 for better-performing fields building up over longer times
(159–165 a.u.), whereas worse performers build up faster (150–
158 a.u.). The slower wavepackets tend to spend more time at
the origin, rather than shooting past it at x– 0 and missing the tar-
get at a large impact parameter.

Fig. 3 shows the x and y expectation values of the centroid of the
nuclear wavepackets from Fig. 2 (same color code). The worst sim-
ulation misses the origin by about 1.085 a.u. (0.57 Å), explaining
the small value for PðtÞmax. On the other hand, the best simulation
drives the wavepacket center to 0.094 a.u. (0.05 Å), more than a



Fig. 1. Panel A and B show the nuclear wavepacket probability contour at t = 0 and t = 167.762 a.u., respectively. Darker contours denote smaller probability. <x> = 0, <y> = 0
marks the location where the nuclei fuse. For time, 1 a.u. = 0.02418 fs. The contours range from �0.27 to �2.16.

Table 1
Nine best pairs of electric fields, the maximum probability in Eq. (8) reached, and time
at which it is reached. All electric fields have E0 ¼ 462:166 a.u., r ¼ 43:8492 a.u.,
x0 ¼ 0:056938 (k = 800 nm). For time, 1 a.u. = 0.02418 fs.

Electric fields PðtÞmax Time (a.u.)

#1 Ex ¼ E0
4 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0 � 0:0001t�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ
3:1 � 10�4 165.762

#2 Ex ¼ E0
2 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0 � 0:0001t�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ
2:8 � 10�4 165.721

#3 Ex ¼ E0
4 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cos ½x0 � 0:0001t�t þ p
3

� � 2:1 � 10�4 159.336

#4 Ex ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0 � 0:0001t�tÞ
Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ

2:0 � 10�4 165.583

#5 Ex ¼ E0
2 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cos ½x0 � 0:0001t�t þ p
3

� � 2:0 � 10�4 159.186

#6 Ex ¼ E0
4 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0 þ 0:0001t�tÞ
1:6 � 10�4 152.205

#7 Ex ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ
Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cos ½x0 � 0:0001t�t þ p

3

� � 8:0 � 10�5 158.795

#8 Ex ¼ E0
2 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0 þ 0:0001t�tÞ
5:4 � 10�5 152.234

#9 Ex ¼ E0
4 � e�t2=2r2 � cosð½x0�tÞ

Ey ¼ E0 � e�t2=2r2 � cos ½x0�t þ p
3

� � 3:2 � 10�5 150.237

Fig. 2. Probability (solid curves, logarithmic scale) as a function of time for the
worst (red) and the best (black) control fields in Table 1. x-axis (long dash) and y-
axis (short dash) vector potentials A(t) are also shown. For time, 1 a.u. = 0.02418 fs.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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factor of ten closer. It resembles better a head-on collision, thus
peaking at a much higher probability in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 visualizes the best 20 control fields that were obtained by
making use of principal component analysis (PCA) as follows. For
the two control field polarizations Ex(t) and Ey(t) in Eq. (7), the five
parameters E0x, E0y, x1x, x1y and relative phase dy � dx were rede-
fined as

E0;x þ E0;y

2
;
E0;x � E0;y

2
;x1;x;x1;y; dy � dx

� �
¼ ða; b; c;d; eÞ: ð9Þ

The remaining two parameters r and x0 were kept constant
because having a shorter pulse (r) and a different carrier wave fre-
quency (k0 = 2pc/x0 � 800 nm) is not possible experimentally. Ini-
tially, a genetic algorithm searched the 5-dimensional parameter
space of Eq. (9) for the optimal field with a reduced (faster compu-
tation) spatial grid size. Then we performed a systematic variation
around the optimal values using the final computational grid with
a 1.953 � 10�3 a.u. spacing. To represent visually this 5-dimensional
parameter space, we use principal component analysis (PCA) to
reduce the dimensionality. The three principal components in
Fig. 4 explain 97% of the data variability, satisfactorily reducing
dimensionality from five parameters (a, b, c, d, e) in Eq. (9) to three
principal components, PC1-PC3. They are given by

PC1 ¼ �0:674aþ 0:674b� 0:114cþ 0:196d� 0:203e
PC2 ¼ 0:212a� 0:212b� 0:466cþ 0:483d� 0:678e ð10Þ
PC3 ¼ �0:036aþ 0:036b� 0:737c� 0:674dþ 0:0034e

Darker data points (disks) in Fig. 4 represent larger P(t)max val-
ues, while lighter disks represent smaller P(t)max values. PC3 pro-
vides the single best descriptor for successful control, as can be
seen in Fig. 4B, where the 5 best simulations cluster near PC3 = 1.
The best PðtÞmax value is approximately three orders of magnitude
larger than the worst (see also the solid red and black curves in
Fig. 2).

In Fig. 4A, PCA separates the data into three planes (dashed
lines). These planes result from systematically varying the
E0;y=E0;x ratio to 1, 2 or 4 (left, middle, and right planes) during
the final stage of optimization. A weaker field along the x-axis
(transverse direction) relative to the y-axis (collision direction)
yields the best control (parameters set ‘‘1” in Table 1 and Fig. 4)
of the nuclear wavepacket. However, stronger fields in the x-



Fig. 3. Nuclear wavepacket centroid expectation values for x and y as a function of
time. Black and red represent the best and the worst simulations in Fig. 1. Perfect
control would move the centroid to (0,0). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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direction, such as parameter set ‘‘4” in Fig. 4A, can yield a PðtÞmax

not far below parameter set ‘‘1”.
A common characteristic of successful control fields is a phase

difference, dy � dx 	 p=3, Ey always having the more positive phase
if there is a difference at all. The Ey carrier wave builds up faster as
a result (Fig. 2), and confinement along the lateral direction (x-
axis) begins later. Cases with a larger difference (
p=2) invariably
show a decrease of at least one order of magnitude in PðtÞmax. The
dependence on x1;x and x1;y is quite different (Fig. 4B). Among the
best nine cases, not one has a positive chirp x1;x. The chirp of Ey
seems to be less critical.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Our question is whether coherent control of the confinement
pulse could further increase the collision probability between
Fig. 4. Principal component analysis of the best 20 simulations. Darker spheres represen
labeled by dashed red lines, containing simulations 4,20 (top plane) and 1,3 (botto
optimization. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the rea
two light nuclei. The answer is ‘yes.’ Our calculations focus on a
toy model of the most facile D + T fusion reaction, but 11B + 1H
fusion is another interesting candidate for quantum control. This
reaction produces only a particles, so it is considered a ‘‘clean”
fusion process that yields energy without neutron radioactivity.
Its disadvantage is that reaching the maximum cross section
requires even higher collision energy [12], too far above the kinetic
energy we were able to sample with our grid in the 2-D quantum
dynamics simulations.

We modeled the fusion enhancement by shaped 5 fs, 800 nm
near-infrared pulses that are easily accessible with current laser
technology. Pulse-shaped vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photons with
an energy around 20–30 eV are needed to focus the wavepacket
to an optimal impact parameter of 2 � 10�4 Å with the minimal
number of photons. Such pulse shaping is currently beyond the
state of the art. However, higher energy photons could be an effi-
cient way of compressing the wavepacket further. Indeed, should
control with VUV pulses become possible, one can even envision
controlling muonic molecules, whose vibrational states have an
energy spacing in the 30–100 eV range and lifetimes on the order
of picoseconds [18]. Bandrauk and Paramonov have proposed
using attosecond VUV pulses to enhance muonic fusion [19]. Add-
ing coherent control to such pulses may be able to push muonic
fusion beyond the break-even point for power production, by
accelerating the fusion process so that each muon can catalyze
more fusion reactions before decaying.

As discussed by Loetstedt et al., proton recollision within mole-
cules could also be used to produce nuclei other than 4He2+. They
performed a classical simulation on 15NH3 molecules to produce
a field ionized molecule followed by proton recollision with nitro-
gen. Pulse shaping is likely to enhance the recollision rate in such
cases also. Similarly, B2H6 could be used as a starting point for
boron-hydrogen fusion, rather than diatomic BH or a BH+ cation
beam. Finally, electron impact has been suggested as an analogous
scheme for overcoming the Coulombic barrier of colliding nuclei by
using a relatively mild electron impact energy source [19].

In summary, we performed quantum wavepacket propagation
in a 2-D toy model of two field-bound nuclei in the presence of a
time-dependent 800 nm laser pulse that was shaped to exert
coherent control over the nuclear wavepacket. The collision prob-
ability is enhanced by about 3 orders of magnitude by the best
t better nuclear wavepacket control. The 5 best are labeled. Three planes of points
m plane) are evident, and due to the discrete ratios of E0;y=E0;x sampled during
der is referred to the web version of this article.)
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coherent control pulse, and by up to 20 orders of magnitude rela-
tive to an electron-bound molecule. Since muonic fusion is already
not far from break-even for net energy production, shaped VUV
laser pulses, when they become available, could also be an efficient
means of enhancing muonic fusion by coherent control.
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